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Editorial Reviews. Review. Loved it! Your sense of humor and ability to simplify sometimes convoluted information
makes your book a pleasure to read. -- Kathy .

However, the text Ds from U. This is the way teaching is supposed to be. Once you have submitted your order
you will receive confirmation and status update emails. Basic Music Theory covers theory essentials: the staff,
notes, rests, time and beats, meter, dotted notes, triplets, clefs, accidentals, major and minor scales, key
signatures, intervals, modes, triads, chord extensions, chord inversions, and chord progressions. Don't look
anywhere else because Hooktheory I has it all. Grammatical Errors The book is carefully edited. If you have
not received your delivery following the estimated timeframe, we advise you to contact your local post office
first, as the parcel may be there awaiting your collection. For example, in the section on clefs, we learn about
treble and bass clefs as well as C clefs and rhythm clefs. While Basic Music Theory is great for beginners,
they might need to progress through it slowly. Examples of this can be found in chapter 3. When will my order
arrive? Unfortunately, this book did not live up to those simple requests. However, the text emphasizes
definitions and explanations, rather than exercises and examples, which makes it an insufficient text for the
beginner learner. The Estimate Delivery Date is when your order is expected to arrive at your chosen delivery
location. I have learned more from this book than any other music theory book I've read. For example, the
interlude on practice goes beyond the general admonition to practice every day to discuss motivation, the
concept of talent, selecting the most effective time to practice, the structure of a practice session, and practical
practice strategies. Anyone who hopes to play any instrument should find this a great starting place since
author Jonathan Harnum draws on his experience of having taught thousands of students. Additionally, at the
end of each chapter there are practical activities that drive home the previous reading. Cultural Relevance
rating: 2 In attempting to be basic and brief, the book does a disservice to the topic of music in non-Western
cultures. Once your order has been dispatched from our Sydney warehouse you will receive an Order Shipped
status email. For international deliveries we will hold your order until we can send you all your items at once.
Consistency The book is internally consistent in terms of terminology and framework. If I wasn't also a
stickler for finishing the books I start, I would have put this book down. Learn more about reviews. Students
might want to use a piece of paper to cover the answers to avoid temptation before they provide their own
answers. So far, the author seems to use a straightforward approach, touched with humor, that might be more
pleasant than music theory's reputation. It is worth every penny I paid for it. For instance, the author states in
Chapter 3. Those who already have some knowledge of music theory can breeze through the early chapters,
perhaps still picking up some concepts or information they missed in earlier studies. However, in an attempt to
be conversational and accessible, the author writes in oversimplifications that border on the inaccurate or
misleading. At the back of the book, there are also a keyboard and guitar fret to use as a study aid during the
reading and afterwards. I would not recommend anyone utilize this chapter. We all have Ph. The graphs and
explanations were clear and easy to follow. Now, onto the negatives: I'm a big stick Where to start, where to
start? The consignment number is emailed to you along with the invoice at the time of shipment. For enquiries
regarding the delivery of your order, contact Star Track Customer Service on 13 23 45 - and quote the above
consignment number. Our shared passion for music and education led to the creation of Hooktheory in 


